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isolation and growth of human platelets, the demand for
stable platelet pheresis products will continue to grow. The
ability to store blood for extended periods is a well
documented benefit for clinical use. This is critical since the
shelf life of fresh blood is limited. Prior to this invention, for
the purpose of extending the shelf life of blood and blood
components, blood products have been stored in a sterile
packaging system. In most cases, the package consists of a
glass or plastic container, a flexible plastic pouch, or a rigid
plastic bottle. The barrier properties of the package are
intended to prevent any undesirable contact of the blood or
blood component with bacteria or any other contaminant.
With the development of solid storage of red blood cells,
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since at the time of transfusion it would be difficult to
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to extend the shelf life of blood and blood components. The
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move some residents say could remove a crucial public service from the curb. Toronto Public
Works revealed the plan Tuesday, and Toronto Coun. Pam McConnell said the move doesn’t
make sense. “If you can’t put a sidewalk plow or a tree tromp on the sidewalk and that’s the
only tool you have to put snow away from people’s front doors, then you can’t do your job,” she
told CTV News Toronto on Wednesday. “It doesn’t make sense.” The city began curtailing the
number of private contractors it hires to plow driveways and sidewalks in November. It says
that plan is to save money and gave one contractor, Maclean-Tek, a year to move to the
government’s preferred model of operating a fleet of city-owned plows. But city officials say the
plan they unveiled Tuesday is the “only option that allows us to continue to provide all of our
snow removal services to the public.” The government says Maclean-Tek has reduced how
many workers it has working on the front lines and that “the company has made significant
reductions to its operations.” The city says the company failed to provide health and safety
concerns outlined in March to Environment Minister Rod Phillips. Maclean-Tek provided the city
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